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Events Notice
March 23 at 7:00PM—8:30: (Garden Center) Jonas Dupuich
To help celebrate our 39th anniversary as a club, we’ve invited local bonsai
professional, Jonas Dupuich as our guest speaker. He will lead the in-person
meeting on formal display and review with us the dos and don’ts. We encourage members interested or thinking about showing their trees to bring them, as
well as stands and accent plants.
Jonas is the owner of Bonsai Tonight located in Alameda, has a blog and is the
creator of a bonsai podcast “Bonsai Wire” at talk@bonsaiwirepodcast.com. I’m
sure many of you know that Jonas is also organizing the first Pacific Bonsai Expo
to take place in Oakland this
November of 2022. He will
gladly answer all your questions about this exciting new
bonsai expo.

April 30th & May 1st, 2022 Palo Alto, CA
Kusamura Bonsai Club 62nd Annual
Show: Annual Show at Addison School,
650 Addison Street, Palo Alto. Show
hours are Saturday, Noon - 4pm, and
Sunday, 11am - 4pm, with headliner Bob
Shimon of Mendocino Coast Bonsai
presenting at 1:30pm Saturday.
Join us and see over 50 Bonsai Trees on
display. There will be a Sale and Benefit
drawing with over 100 bonsai and pots.
Club members will put on a demonstration on Sunday at 1:30pm.

Additionally, we need your
help. We now need to pull
tables and chairs from storage and then put them away
at the end of every meeting.
We welcome all that can assist us.

2022 Membership Dues
Memberships for 2022 can be purchased now. Individual memberships are $45,
family memberships are $55. If you have been a member for ten years and are
72 or older (72 and 10), an individual membership is $25, and a family is $35.
Although we are not currently meeting at the garden center, Sei Boku has still
been paying rent. We want to ensure if we can, that we will have a meeting
place when we can finally safely gather again. Your dues help with rental
costs, and outside speaker costs. Please consider renewing your membership
this year, and thank you.
Please make your check for membership out to SBBK, and mail it to our Treasurer, Randi Keppeler at 1041 Rosewood Ave, San Carlos CA 94070. If your bank is
a member of Zelle, you can send a payment from your bank to Bank of America email address seibokubonsaikai@yahoo.com
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President’s Message
By Steve Iwaki
I have to be honest and say it was hard for me to be
inspired to write my President’s Message this month
with all that is going on in the world, especially in
Ukraine.
I was thinking how bonsai tied in with these current
events and realized that like many of us, bonsai provides a quiet time to reflect
and meditate. Perhaps in our quiet times, we can all send love, light and peace to
the people of Ukraine.
https://www.ry2tree2.com/2022/03/making-

2022 Calendar
March– Jonas Dupuich—Happy Birthday SBBK!
April- Show planning, tree and display prep
May- Azaleas and Pines—TBD
June- Bonsai Challenge- Gerry Fields
July– Pest Control with Ryan Nichols
August- Bonsai pottery- Charlene
Fischer & Barbara Phillips
September- Green Elephant Sale
October– TBD

November– TBD
December– No Meeting

glory-to-ukraine-peace-to.html

Objective of the "Glory to Ukraine, Peace
to Ukraine! Слава Україні, мир Україні!"
Bonsai Display
In this display, I first wanted to highlight a
Ukrainian native species that we Americans often use for bonsai but do not of-

As the calendar firms up, date

ten think about its origin. The common

changes may occur. Please check

privet, also known as English priv-

accordingly.

et / Ligustrum vulgare is native to almost
every country in Europe and its range extends even into parts of the Middle East
and northern Africa (CABI). Another commonly used bonsai species that has a vast

Editors Special Note:

native range that extends into Ukraine is the Scots pine / Pinus sylvestris. When using

Consider sharing your projects

introduced and ornamental species for bonsai, it can be hard to imagine what

with the club by submitting some

these species look like in their native environment and what those native environ-

photos and captions for the Snip-

ments are like, but if we take some time to study a bit deeper, it brings us more in

pet. Please send your entries to

tune with the natural stories of each species and how they intertwine with human
history. Aside from hoping to capture the emotional current moment with the crisis in

jcsf1090@comcast.net

Ukraine and to inspire cascading actions to support Ukraine, I hope you can return
to these displays if and when the crisis drags on. News cycles and attention spans

are short these days, however, empathy is a muscle that we can consciously keep
engaged. Citizens and our governments must not let cynicism dominate us and
refuse to become numb to the seriousness of this war. Ryan Huston—
www.ry2tree2.com

Quarterly Sunday Outdoor Workshops
By Jeremy Foster
Starting March 13th, Sei Boku Bonsai Kai will begin hosting outdoor workshops from 11:00 to 3:00 (weather permitting), these workshops will be held quarterly on the second Sunday of the month. Since we are San Mateo Garden
Center Board Members, Bree Tiura and I have committed to staffing quarterly Sundays allowing the public to enjoy

the garden. We thought, hey, why not host outdoor bonsai workshops to not only enjoy the garden and improve
our trees, but to also promote Sei Boku Bonsai Kai, to the public. Selfishly though, we wanted to invite some of our
bonsai friends and enjoy the community of the club. We cannot guarantee one of our resident experts will be there
(although it is entirely possible at times), don’t fret though, there will be folks there to bounce ideas off of.
Provided will be tables and chairs, and hopefully nice weather. Additionally feel free to bring something to munch
on and your favorite beverage if you choose to do so, we’ll make a nice Sunday afternoon out of it. If you’re not
going to be working on trees, you can still stop by and say hi!
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February Meeting Recap
By Jane Lancaster
We all have different stories to relate about how
we got started in bonsai. I'll bet not many of us
had bonsai assigned to us
in university. Pedro Morales' interest in bonsai
began when a professor
had him learn about and
explain bonsai to his fellow
students. He worked with
bonsai at his cousins'
nursery, Jardin Selecto for
33 years. He then spent 4
years as director of the
garden department at the
capital building of Puerto
Rico. He now works full-time on bonsai with his Tropical Bonsai School, teaching, traveling and taking care of private collections. If you want to try out the
tropical life studying tropical bonsai, he is looking for apprentices!
Pedro had a well-grown Pixie Bougainvillea to demonstrate his techniques. He
was assisted by his friend and student, Xavier who has also studied in Italy. This
Pixie Boug is a dwarf variety with close internodes. He figures this tree is about
15 years old and was collected from someone's garden. After eliminating the
mass of watershoots (too vigorous, straight growth), he was able to see the tree
well enough to choose a front with nice roots and trunk taper. He was then
able to quickly determine the tree's design angle, apex and major branches. Normally, when he works with bougainvillea, he completely defoliates the
tree so he can see what he has and can wire more easily. In their tropical climate, they can defoliate their trees 2 or 3 times a year to get more inside
branches and smaller thorn and leaf size, down to 1/2 inch.
Care of bougainvilleas
requires full sun, not too
much water, and allowing the soil to dry a little
between watering. He
uses a soil mix that includes river sand (1/8" to
1/4"), lava rock and expanded shale. Since
bougainvilleas are prone
to loopers (caterpillars),
he uses a granular systemic pesticide. When
he sees the damage
caused by these chewing critters, he completely defoliates the tree,
then applies the pesticide. He also fertilizes heavily with 19-6-12 orchid food once a month. He is
able to work on his trees all year round, except that he doesn't repot in December, January or February. He usually decides if a tree needs repotting starting in
March.
Steve I. asked if his trees ever drop their leaves in the winter like ours do. Pedro
says that they stay in leaf and blossom year round. They flower the most during
the dry season. Pedro has tried growing evergreen conifers such as junipers,
but hasn't had much luck except with Juniperus procumbens nana. He sticks to

Feb Meeting Recap—cont
tropical species. He had a lovely nia (Neea buxifolia) to show us that he had taken to an international show
last year. It is still in the sphagnum moss that is required for import/export. He'll probably change it back to
bonsai soil in March.
Pedro and Xavier use a double aluminum wire because the branches are so
brittle. Bends are made very slowly
and carefully. He prefers to get movement by cutting a branch way back,
then wiring the new green growth
when it grows out using 1.5 mm aluminum wire. Leave wire on for 2 to 3
months, only. He uses the "clip and
grow" technique of cutting a branch
back to a node or a leaf growing in
the direction he wants the branch to
take. He likes to use guy wires to bring
heavy branches down. He puts rubber
around the branch to protect the bark
from the wire. Valerie asked if he ever
air-layers bougainvillea. He says there
is no need since cuttings root so easily. He uses a rooting hormone with 8% of the active compound.
Steve I. asked about what steps he takes before a hurricane. Pedro brings his smaller trees inside, but the largest trees have to stay outside on the ground. They may get naturally pruned by the high winds. Steve I. was
curious about Puerto Rican potters. Pedro said there aren't many potters, but his wife has recently learned and
is now making pots. Steve told Pedro about the Pacific Expo coming up in November in Oakland. Pedro
sounded excited about attending.
He and Xavier plan on repotting this demo tree the
next day, since it is best to
prune the roots right after
pruning the branches. He
has a very nice terra cotta
colored unglazed lotus pot
with a Chinese design on it
that he will use for this
tree. On large wounds he
first uses liquid lime sulfur
directly on the wound, followed in 2 or 3 days by a
wood hardener to prevent
rotting, which is a serious
problem in the tropics. He
likes the cut paste that
goes on orange then turns
clear for smaller
wounds. Since the foliage
was removed, he can hard
prune the roots. Bougainvillea roots don't tend to be
too thick, just a lot of fine
feeder roots. Pedro's last
step for the night (midnight
his time), was to clean the trunk with a brush to remove some lichens and black spots. The long rainy seasons
make for a lot of fungus and bacteria problems.
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February Meeting Recap—cont
Pedro wondered what other tropical trees we have in our area. Some of the trees owned by our club
members include various ficus species, Brazilian cherry, Barbados cherry, Brazilian raintree and jacaranda. He admitted to having only a few bougainvilleas. He has mostly nia, buttonwood, ficus and Brazilian raintree bonsai. He commented that Latins, in general, are too impatient, so they like trees that develop quickly. He predicted that this demo tree will be fully leafed out in 2 months and should flower in
May or June. He promised to send us pictures. We will look forward to seeing all of their hard work pay
off with a lovely flowering bonsai beauty.

Photos by Caroline Koss

As promised, bougainvillea
after repotting. What an
amazing transformation.
You can really see the
muscle structure in the
trunk now.
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First Tuesday of the Month Workshop Primer
By Jeremy Foster
Hello bonsai friends! I’m not sure if you are aware (I was sure surprised to find out) that we are in a pandemic,
yes, a global pandemic… Shocking! With knowledge of that, I’m happy to inform you there are some pretty fantastic vaccines and emerging treatments that hopefully will, for the most part, put our nasty little enemy Covid-19
in a time out. Like, in a chair. Facing the corner, with a dunce cap on kind of time out. In light of that, Sei Boku
Bonsai Kai is finally planning on meeting again in person. It has been very obvious that an in person meeting is
the therapy we have all needed. For too long we may have been hiding under our beds, or maybe in our linen
closets, only to scurry out to grab a slice of pizza, the remote, and a glass of wine.

There is, though, still a void left amongst the rubble that Covid has created. In person workshops. For those of you
who are new to workshops, traditionally Sei Boku has hosted gatherings in which you bring your trees to work on
under the tutelage of our club experts. Workshops are an excellent way to not only learn to style our trees, they
also help us to understand how to care for and create a vision of where the tree is headed in its long journey
towards being something we can be proud of. Additionally, those of you that have
attended workshops in the past, it is great to again be able to get some input on a
tree that is perplexing us, or you may have a tree that is in need of a significant
chop and perhaps the thought of that can make you pucker a bit. Bottom line
though, it is fun to get together, work on our trees and chat.
You’re probably thinking, “O.K. Jeremy, what are you blathering on about and why
am I still reading this?”. I’m writing this because, well, it has been a while since
we’ve had a non-Zoom workshop (you should check out the Zoom workshops,
they’re a hoot, you can listen to planes flying over Randi’s house, seriously), in addition to there being such a long down time between holding workshops, there are
people who have never been to a workshop period.
The club experts donate their time and it’s best to utilize their time and your time
wisely, so here are some workshop preparation tips!
First you need to select some material to bring to the workshop, don’t
be shy as you will see trees at the workshop in many stages of development, remember bonsai is a marathon not a sprint. If you have a
tree that is large and in need of a lot of work, consider bringing one
tree as you will likely get a second round of advice from the expert
allowing you to make plenty of progress. Otherwise you can bring a
couple of trees that are in the early stages of development and get
them started off on the right foot.
After you have selected your tree it is time to prepare the tree for the
workshop. What does that involve you ask? First off inspect the tree
closely for pests and pathogens, make sure to address the infestation.
We all know that person who goes to work sick, infecting everyone
around them because, quite frankly, they don’t care.
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Our motto at Sei Boku Bonsai Kai is “The Club That Cares”, so if you are not sure if your tree is healthy, either do
not bring it, or if you must, leave it outside so it can be inspected and advice on health can be administered.
Speaking of pests, weed your pots thoroughly before arriving.
Oxalis, bittercress and certain other weeds practice “ballistic
seed dispersal”, look it up, it’s a thing. There are also weeds
that rely on wind dispersal allowing seeds to travel great distances floating like a viral particle in an aerosolized droplet.
Did you know you can be sitting across the room from some-

one weeding their plants and wind up with weeds in your
pot? Not cool!
More experienced bonsai practitioners may want to do some
basic maintenance on their trees before the workshop, removing debris, picking dead needles and leaves, clipping
small dead branches, cleaning out the crotches of branches
on junipers, basically getting the busy work out of the way so
you can focus on styling, wiring, working on deadwood etc.
However, if you are a beginner it is best to keep your mitts off
of your tree so you can learn the first basic maintenance steps to embark your tree on its journey.
Help is administered on a first come first served basis, fret not though, things move relatively quickly. You don’t
have to show up early to get the good seats, be patient and your time will
come.
In addition to working on your own tree, you can learn from listening to advice regarding other people's material, it is very informative. A lot can be
discovered through observation, from how to select a front, branch placement, when to repot,
heck, how to repot.
One of the great as-

pects of attending a
workshop is, you
don’t need to even
bring a tree, no joke, it’s about grasping bonsai concepts, getting to know your fellow club members and
most importantly having fun. So grab a tree or two, a
handful of tools and let’s rock!
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SBBK SHOW ANNOUNCEMENT

Sei Boku Bonsai Kai Inc.

Club Meetings
Our club meetings are currently being held
online. The meeting is scheduled for the 4th Wednesday of each month,
except for December. The meeting starts at 7:00 pm and ends before
10:00 pm.
When we can meet in person our location is at the San Mateo Garden
Center is at 605 Parkside Way, San Mateo, CA right off the Alameda de las
Pulgas near Hillsdale Mall.
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Contact Us
Send us an email or visit
our website for more information.

Sei Boku Bonsai
Kai Inc.
Visit us on the web at
http://seibokubonsai.org/

